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Abstract
We focus on the study of the stability properties of ground-states for the system of M
coupled semilinear Schrödinger equations with power-type nonlinearities and couplings. Our
results are generalizations of the theory for the single equation and the technique used is
a simplification of the original one. Depending on the power of the nonlinearity, we may
observe stability, instability and weak instability. We also obtain results for three distinct
classes of bound-states, which is a special feature of the M ě 2 case.
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1 Introduction
In this work, we consider the system of M coupled semilinear Schrödinger equations
ipviqt `∆vi `
Mÿ
j“1
kij |vj |
p`1|vi|
p´1vi “ 0, i “ 1, ...,M (M-NLS)
where V “ pv1, ..., vM q : R
` ˆ RN Ñ RM , kij P R, kij “ kji, and 0 ă p ă 4{pN ´ 2q
` (we
use the convention 4{pN ´ 2q` “ `8, if N “ 1, 2, and 4{pN ´ 2q` “ 4{pN ´ 2q, if N ě 3).
Given 1 ď i ‰ j ď M , if kij ě 0, one says that the coupling between the components vi and
vj is attractive; if kij ă 0, it is repulsive. The Cauchy problem for V0 P pH
1pRN qqM is locally
well-posed and, letting TmaxpV0q be the maximal time of existence of the solution with initial
data V0: if TmaxpV0q ă 8, then limtÑTmaxpV0q }∇V ptq}2 “ `8.
In the case M “ 1 and k “ 1, we obtain the nonlinear Schrödinger equation
ivt `∆v ` |v|
2pv “ 0. (NLS)
When we look for nontrivial periodic solutions of the form V “ eitU , with U “ pu1, ..., uM q P
pH1pRN qqM (called bound-states), we are led to the study of the system
∆ui ´ ui `
Mÿ
j“1
kij |uj |
p`1|ui|
p´1ui “ 0 i “ 1, ...,M. (1.1)
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Especially relevant, for both physical and mathematical reasons, are the bound-states which
have minimal action among all bound-states, the so-called ground-states. In the scalar case, one
may prove that there is a unique ground-state (modulo translations and rotations).
In a recent paper ([2]), we proved the existence of ground-states of (M-NLS) under the
assumption
tU P pH1pRN qqM :
Mÿ
i,j“1
kij}uiuj}
p`1
p`1 ą 0u ‰ H. (P1)
Note that this assumption is a necessary condition for existence of bound-states, since, multiply-
ing (1.1) by U and integrating over RN , one obtains
Mÿ
i,j“1
kij}uiuj}
p`1
p`1 “
Mÿ
i“1
}∇ui}
2
2
` }ui}
2
2
ą 0. (1.2)
Therefore (P1) is equivalent to the existence of ground-states. To prove this, we did not use
Schwarz symmetrization, since such an approach would only work if the coupling coefficients
were positive. A careful application of the concentration-compactness principle turns out to be
the right answer. Moreover, under fairly large conditions, we characterized the set of ground-
states. More precisely, if one may group the components in such a way that two components
attract each other if and only if they are in the same group, then only one of these groups is
nontrivial, and it must have the same profile as the ground-state for the scalar equation.
Regarding stability, the scalar case was been treated in [1], [6], [3], among others. For ground-
states, stability is equivalent to the condition p ă 2{N (called the subcritical case). Note that,
from the gauge and translation invariances, one should study the orbital stability of ground-states
(that is, modulo rotations and translations). In [1], it is possible to find examples which show
that one must really consider this kind of stability.
For the general case of bound-states, the problem is much more difficult. It can be seen
that, assuming non-degeneracy, the orbital stability of a bound-states is directly related with the
Morse index of the action at the bound-state (see [3]). If this index is 1, then stability is again
equivalent to the condition p ă 2{N . If the index is greater than 1, the problem remains open.
Note that the assumption of non-degeneracy is not always true, even for ground-states: in [2], we
proved that, forM “ 2, k11 “ k12 “ k22 “ 1 and p “ 1, there exist a continuum of ground-states
which are not related by gauge invariance. This situation, though somewhat excepcional, shows
that one cannot use a priori the results of [3].
In this work, we show the analogous stability results for ground-states of (M-NLS), assuming
only (P1). This was done for M “ 2 and kij ą 0 in [5]. The framework will be very close to
the scalar case as is [1], though some subtle changes will be done. Specifically, to prove stability
(or instability), one proves that the set of ground-states is the set of minimizers of an adequate
minimization problem. This is done in two steps:
1. Prove that the minimization problem has a solution, independently of the existence of
ground-states;
2. Using the solution found in the previous step, show the equivalence between ground-states
and minimizers.
Here, we change the argument. We shall prove directly that ground-states are minimizers and
conclude the equivalence. This is more efficient, since the proof of existence of minimizers without
using the ground-states and assuming only (P1) has to go through the concentration-compactness
principle, which is not trivial at all (see [2]). Furthermore, we define three different classes of
bound-states and prove stability results for these solutions. These are generalizations of the
results obtained in [5].
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2 Definitions and main results
Given any U “ pu1, ..., uM q P pH
1pRN qqM , define the following functionals:
MpUq :“
Mÿ
i“1
}ui}
2
2
, T pUq :“
Mÿ
i“1
}∇ui}
2
2
, JpUq :“
Mÿ
i,j“1
kij}uiuj}
p`1
p`1, (2.1)
IpUq :“MpUq`T pUq, EpUq :“
1
2
T pUq´
1
2p` 2
JpUq, HpUq :“ T pUq´
Np
2p` 2
JpUq. (2.2)
Finally, define the action of U
SpUq “
1
2
IpUq ´
1
2p` 2
JpUq. (2.3)
Remark 1. The functional M is called mass, T is the kinetic energy and J is the potential
energy. Obviously, E is the total energy (or just energy). Notice that (M-NLS) may be written
in a Hamiltonian way:
iUt “ E
1pUq. (2.4)
From this, one easily observes the conservation of the L2-norm of each component (and therefore
of the mass) and of the energy for (M-NLS): multiply (2.4) by iU and Ut, respectively, take the
real part and sum in i for the latter case.
Remark 2. Consider, for U P pH1pRN qqM and λ ą 0, PpU, λqpxq “ λ
N
2 Upλxq. By a change of
variables, one sees that
MpPpU, λqq “MpUq. (2.5)
Now, differentiating SpPpU, λqq with respect to λ,
d
dλ
SpPpU, λqq “ HpPpU, λqq. (2.6)
Remark 3. As in the scalar case, one may prove the Virial identity for (M-NLS): given V “
pv1, ..., vM q : r0, T q Ñ pH
1pRN qqM solution of (M-NLS), one has
d2
dt2
Mÿ
i“1
}xviptq}
2
2
“ 8HpV ptqq. (2.7)
The quantity
řM
i“1 }xviptq}
2
2
is called the variance of V ptq. This identity will be essential when
proving instability.
Definition 1. We say that U P pH1pRN qqM is a bound-state of (M-NLS) if it is a nonzero
solution of (1.1). Furthermore, U is a ground-state if SpUq ď SpW q, for any bound-state W .
The set of bound-states (resp. ground-states) will be noted by A (resp. G).
Remark 4. If U P A, then, multiplying (1.1) by U and integrating over RN , IpUq “ JpUq.
Moreover, from Pohozaev’s identity,
HpUq “ 0. (2.8)
This may also be readily seen from the Virial identity.
Definition 2. We note by R the set of bound-states such that all nonzero components are equal
to the same ground-state of (NLS), up to scalar multiplication and rotation.
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Definition 3. Fix X Ă t1, ...,Mu. An element U P A belongs to GX if the vector of its nonzero
components is a ground-state for the (L-NLS) system for by the i-th components, with i P X and
L “ |X |.
Remark 5. It is known (see [1]) that, up to rotations and translations, there exists a unique
ground-state for (NLS), which we note by Q. An element in R must therefore be of the form
U “ paie
iθiQp¨ ` yqq, (2.9)
for some ai ě 0, θi P R and y P R
N .
Now we present some results of [2] that wil be used later.
Lemma 4. Assume (P1). Define
λG :“
ˆ
inf
JpUq“1
IpUq
˙ p`1
p
ą 0. (2.10)
Then the minimization problem
IpUq “ min
JpW q“λG
IpW q, JpUq “ λG (2.11)
has a solution and G is the set of its solutions. Moreover, any minimizing sequence strongly
converges to an element in G.
Lemma 5. Suppose (P1) and that there exists a partition tYku1ďkďK of t1, ...,Mu such that,
given 1 ď i ‰ j ďM ,
kij ě 0 if and only if Dk : i, j P Yk. (2.12)
Then, if U0 “ pu0
1
, ..., u0M q P G, there exists k P t1, ...,Ku such that u
0
i “ 0,@i R Yk and G Ă R.
Remark 6. Without the hypothesis in the above lemma, there may exist situations where R is
empty.
Lemma 6. The optimal constant for the vector-valued Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality
JpW q ď CMpW qp`1´
Np
2 T pW q
Np
2 , W P pH1pRN qqM (2.13)
is
CM “
JpQq
MpQqp`1´
Np
2 T pQq
Np
2
, Q P G. (2.14)
Moreover, one has equality if and only if
νW pζxq P G, (2.15)
where
ν “
ˆ
JpQqMpW q
MpQqJpW q
˙ 1
2p
(2.16)
and
ζ “
ˆ
ν2
ˆ
MpW q
MpQq
˙˙ 1
N
. (2.17)
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When searching for ground-states for (NLS), one may adopt two strategies: the first is the
one presented in lemma 4; the second is to minimize the energy, fixing the mass equal to some
constant. Then, using a suitable scaling determined by the associated Lagrange multiplier, one
obtains a ground-state. For a precise value of this constant, the multiplier is 1 and so minimizers
are ground-states. Note that this only works if p ă 2{N .
We can try to adopt a similar strategy for the (M-NLS) system, for p ă 2{N . There are two
ways of extending such a procedure:
• Minimize the energy, fixing the total mass equal to some constant. We show (lemma 15)
that this is equivalent to the minimization problem (2.11);
• Minimize the energy, fixing the mass of each component equal to some positive constant.
More precisely, given c ą 0, consider the minimization problem
EpUq “ min
tW :}wi}22“cu
EpW q, }ui}
2
2
“ c @i. (2.18)
However, it is not necessary that one even obtains bound-states, since there will exist M
Lagrange multipliers which may be different, and so it is not possible to make a scaling
to obtain a ground-state (notice that the minimizers will correspond to periodic solutions
of the form U “ peiωituiq1ďiďM . If ωi ‰ ωj , the corresponding components will be out of
phase).
Definition 7. We define Bc to be the set of minimizers of (2.18) that belong to A. For X P
t1, ...,Mu, we define BcX to be the set of elements for which the vector of its nonzero components
is in Bc for the (L-NLS) system formed by the i-th components, with i P X and L “ |X |.
Definition 8. Let S Ă pH1pRN qqM be invariant by the flow generated by (M-NLS). We say that
S is:
1. stable if, for each δ ą 0, there exists an ǫ ą 0 such that, for any V0 P pH
1pRN qqM with
inf
WPS
}V0 ´W }H1pRN qM ă ǫ, (2.19)
the solution V of (M-NLS) with initial data V0 satisfies
inf
WPS
}V ptq ´W }H1pRN qM ă δ,@t ă TmaxpV0q. (2.20)
2. weakly unstable if there exist ǫ ą 0 and a sequence V 0n such that
inf
UPS
}V 0n ´ U}H1pRN qM Ñ 0, nÑ8 (2.21)
and, letting Vn be the solution of (M-NLS) with initial data V
0
n ,
sup
tPr0,TmaxpV 0n qq
inf
UPS
}Vnptq ´ U}H1pRN qM ą ǫ. (2.22)
3. unstable if, for any U P S, there exists a sequence Un Ñ U such that TmaxpUnq ă 8, for
any n P N.
Next, we present the main results of this paper:
Theorem 9. Assume (P1) and p ă 2{N . For any X Ă t1, ...,Mu, let G1 Ă GX be such that
distpG1, GXzG1q ą δ, for some δ ą 0. Then G1 is stable.
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Remark 7. In many cases, the set G is discrete modulo translations and rotations. Then any
connected component of G is stable. Since these components are obtained by translations and
rotations of a given element, one obtains orbital stability of ground-states.
Proposition 10. Suppose (P1), p ă 2{N , kij ą 0, i ‰ j and that there exists β ą 0 such that
Mÿ
j“1
kij “ β, @i. (2.23)
Then, for c “ }β
1
2pQ}2
2
,
Bc “ tpeiθiβ
1
2pQp¨ ` yqq1ďiďM : θi P R, y P R
Nu Ă R (2.24)
and, given X Ă t1, ...,Mu, BcX is stable.
Remark 8. The above results show the existence of stable bound-states that are not ground-
states.
Theorem 11. Assume (P1) and p ą 2{N . Then G and R are unstable.
Remark 9. Under the assumptions of lemma 5, it is sufficient to prove that R is unstable, and
this follows from the instability of the ground-states for (NLS).
Theorem 12. Assume (P1) and p ą 2{N . If U P A is a local minimum of S over the set
H :“ tW : HpW q “ 0u, (2.25)
then the set teiθUp¨ ` yq : θ P R, y P RNu, is weakly unstable.
Remark 10. Set p ą 2{N . Assuming that U P A is a non-degenerate critical point of the action
(modulo rotations), the Morse index of S at U ,mpUq, is greater or equal to 1: a negative direction
is given by the path λ ÞÑ SpPpU, λqq. Note that this direction does not belong to the tangent
space of H at U . Therefore, the condition in the above theorem is equivalent mpUq “ 1. The
problem for mpUq ě 2 is much more difficult, and it is still unanswered for the scalar equation.
Theorem 13. Assume (P1) and p “ 2{N . Then A is unstable.
3 Stability in the subcritical case
Throughout this section, we shall assume p ă 2{N .
Lemma 14. There exists µ ą 0 such that
MpQq “ µ, @Q P G.
Proof. This follows easily from the identities IpQq “ JpQq and Pohozaev’s identity.
Lemma 15. Assume (P1). Then G is the set of of solutions of the minimization problem
EpUq “ min
MpW q“µ
EpW q, MpUq “ µ. (3.1)
Moreover, if tWnu is a minimizing sequence, then JpWnq Ñ JpQq, with Q P G.
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Proof. Let W be such that MpW q “ µ. Consider the function (see remark 2)
λ ÞÑ fpλq “ EpPpW,λqq, λ ą 0 (3.2)
Since p ă 2{N , f has a unique minimum λ0. Let Z “ fpλ0q. Then f
1pλ0q “ 0, which implies
that HpZq “ 0, i.e.,
T pZq “
Np
2p` 2
JpZq. (3.3)
Therefore,
EpZq “
Np´ 2
2Np
T pZq. (3.4)
Using the vector-valued Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality,
2p` 2
Np
T pZq “ JpZq ď CMMpZq
2´pN´2qp
2 T pZq
Np
2 , (3.5)
and so, from MpZq “ µ,
2p` 2
Np
T pZq
2´Np
2 ď CMν
2´pN´2qp
2 . (3.6)
Let Q P G. By lemma 6, we obtain T pZq ď T pQq. Therefore
EpW q ě EpZq “
Np´ 2
2Np
T pZq ě
Np´ 2
2Np
T pQq “ EpQq (3.7)
and so Q is a solution of (3.1). If W is also a solution of (3.1), then one must have equality in
(3.5). Again by lemma 6,
νW pζxq P G, (3.8)
with ν, ζ given by (2.16), (2.17). Since MpW q “MpQq and JpW q “ JpQq, ν “ ζ “ 1. Therefore
W P G.
If tWnunPN is a minimizing sequence, define tZnunPN as above. Then tZnu is also a minimizing
sequence and
}Wn ´ Zn}pH1pRN qqM Ñ 0, nÑ8.
Hence
Np´ 2
2p2p` 2q
JpQq “ EpQq “ limEpZnq “ lim
Np´ 2
2p2p` 2q
JpZnq “ lim
Np´ 2
2p2p` 2q
JpWnq, (3.9)
as we wanted.
Proof of theorem 9: We start with the stability for X “ t1, ...,Mu (that is, for G). By
contradiction suppose that there exists a sequence tV 0n unPN Ă pH
1pRN qqM such that, for some
Q0 P G1,
}V 0n ´Q0}pH1pRN qqM Ñ 0, nÑ8 (3.10)
and, letting Vn be the solution of (M-NLS) with initial data V
0
n , there exist ttnunPN and ǫ ą 0
such that
inf
QPG1
}Vnptnq ´Q}pH1pRN qqM “ ǫ. (3.11)
By continuity and conservation of mass and energy,
EpVnptnqq “ EpV
0
n q Ñ EpQ0q, MpVnptnqq “MpV
0
n q ÑMpQ0q “ µ. (3.12)
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Therefore, the sequence
Wn “
ˆ
µ
MpV 0n q
˙ 1
2
Vnptnq (3.13)
is a minimizing sequence of (3.1). By lemma 15, JpWnq Ñ JpQ0q. From lemma 4, Wn Ñ Q1,
with Q1 P G, which implies that Vnptnq Ñ Q1. Taking ǫ ă δ, one obtains dpQ1, G1q ă δ, which
means that Q1 P G1, which is absurd.
In the general case, given X Ă t1, ...,Mu, one may proceed exactly as above: for i R X , since
the mass of each component is conserved, the i-th components must converge to 0 in L2 and,
by interpolation, to 0 in L2p`2. This means that the remaining components are a minimizing
sequence of (3.1), for the (L-NLS) system formed by the components in X , and therefore must
converge to a ground-state of such a system.
Proof of proposition 10:
As in the previous proof, we start with X “ t1, ...,Mu. The general case X Ă t1, ...,Mu is
treated as in the previous proof.
Define, for u P H1pRN q,
E1puq “
1
2
}∇u}2
2
´
β
2p` 2
}u}2p`2
2p`2. (3.14)
By lemma 15 for M “ 1, the set of solutions of the minimization problem
E1puq “ min
}w}2
2
“}β
1
2pQ}2
2
E1pwq, }u}
2
2
“ }β
1
2pQ}2
2
(3.15)
is teiθQp¨`yq : θ P R, y P RNu. Let U “ pu1, ..., uM q P pH
1pRN qqM be such that }ui}
2
2
“ }β
1
2pQ}2
2
.
Then
Mÿ
i“1
E1puiq ě
Mÿ
i“1
E1pQq. (3.16)
Let Q be the vector formed by M copies of Q. Now, from Young’s inequality, we have
EpUq ě
Mÿ
i“1
E1puiq ě
Mÿ
i“1
E1pQq “ EpQq. (3.17)
Therefore Q is a solution of (2.18). If U is also a solution, one must have equality in the above
relation, which implies that
ui “ e
iθiQp¨ ` yiq, θi P R, yi P R
N . (3.18)
If there exist i0, j0 such that yi0 ‰ yj0 , one easily sees that there exists D Ă R
N of positive
measure such that, for all x P D, Qpx` yi0q ‰ Qpx` yj0q and so, using Young’s inequality,
Qpx` yi0q
p`1Qpx` yj0q
p`1 ă
1
2
Qpx` yi0q
2p`2 `
1
2
Qpx` yj0q
2p`2, x P D. (3.19)
On the other hand, we have in general
Qpx` yiq
p`1Qpx` yjq
p`1 ď
1
2
Qpx` yiq
2p`2 `
1
2
Qpx` yjq
2p`2, x P RN , 1 ď i, j ďM. (3.20)
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Consequently,ż
paiQp¨ ` yiqq
p`1pajQp¨ ` yjqq
p`1 ď ap`1i a
p`1
j
ˆ
1
2
ż
Qp¨ ` yiq
2p`2 `
1
2
ż
Qp¨ ` yjq
2p`2
˙
“ ap`1i a
p`1
j
ż
Q2p`2 “
ż
paiQq
p`1pajQq
p`1,
with strict inequality if i “ i0 and j “ j0 and so
EpUq “
1
2
T pUq ´
1
2p` 2
JpUq ą
1
2
T pQq ´
1
2p` 2
JpQq “ EpQq, (3.21)
which is absurd. Hence
Bc “ tpeiθiβ
1
2pQp¨ ` yqq1ďiďM : θi P R, y P R
Nu. (3.22)
Now we prove the stability property. By contradiction, suppose that there exists a sequence
tV 0n unPN Ă pH
1pRN qqM such that, for some Q0 P G,
}V 0n ´Q0}pH1pRN qqM Ñ 0, nÑ8 (3.23)
and, letting Vn be the solution of (M-NLS) with initial data V
0
n , there exist ttnunPN and ǫ ą 0
such that
inf
QPBc
}Vnptnq ´Q}pH1pRN qqM ą ǫ. (3.24)
By continuity and from the conservation of the L2 norm of each component and of the energy,
EpVnptnqq “ EpV
0
n q Ñ EpQ0q, }pVnptnqqi}
2
2
“ }pV 0n qi}
2
2
Ñ }β
1
2pQ}2
2
. (3.25)
Therefore, the sequence Wn “ pw
1
n, ..., w
M
n q defined by
win “
˜
}β
1
2pQ}2
2
}pV 0n qi}
2
2
¸ 1
2
Vnptnq, i “ 1, ...,M (3.26)
is a minimizing sequence of (2.18). Now notice that this implies that
E1pw
i
nq Ñ E1pQq, i “ 1, ...,M. (3.27)
From the stability results for (NLS) (see [1], chapter 8), this implies that, for some θi P R and
yi P R
N , win Ñ e
iθiQp¨ ` yiq. Applying a reasoning as before, we see that yi “ y, for all i.
Therefore Wn Ñ Q1, with Q1 P B
c and so Vn Ñ Q1, which is absurd, by (3.24).
4 Instability in the supercritical case
In this section, we study the case p ą 2{N . We define, for W ‰ 0, λ˚pW q to be the maximum
of the function gpλq “ SpPpW,λqq.
Lemma 16. Assume (P1). Then G is the set of of solutions of the minimization problem
SpUq “ min
HpW q“0
SpW q, HpUq “ 0. (4.1)
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Proof. Let W be such that HpW q “ 0 and consider the function (see remark 2)
λ ÞÑ gpλq “ SpPpW,λqq, λ ą 0 (4.2)
Since p ą 2{N , this function has a unique maximum and, by (2.6), it must be λ “ 1. Therefore
SpPpλ,W qq ď SpW q,@λ ą 0. (4.3)
On the other hand, there exists λ0 ą 0 such that JpPpλ0, Uqq “ λG. Hence, for Q P G,
SpQq ď SpPpλ0,W qq ď SpW q,@W : HpW q “ 0.
Therefore G is a subset of the set of solutions of (4.1) and the latter is nonempty.
Now consider U solution of (4.1). Define, for σ ą 0, Uσpxq “ σ
1
pUpσxq. By a change of
variables,
HpUσq “ σ
2´N` 2
pHpUq “ 0. (4.4)
Since U is a minimizer, one must have
d
dσ
SpUσq
ˇˇˇ
σ“1
“ 0, i.e. xS1pUq, UyH´1ˆH1 “ 0 (4.5)
On the other hand, there exists η such that S1pUq “ ηH 1pUq. Applying to U and usingHpUq “ 0,
0 “ xS1pUq, UyH´1ˆH1 “ ηxH
1pUq, UyH´1ˆH1 “ ´2pηT pUq. (4.6)
Therefore η “ 0 and so U P A. Given Q P G, HpQq “ 0, and so SpUq ď SpQq, which means
that U P G.
Lemma 17. Let Q P G and W P pH1pRN qqM such that HpW q ă 0. Then
HpW q ď SpW q ´ SpQq. (4.7)
Proof. Once again, consider the function
λ ÞÑ gpλq “ SpPpW,λqq, λ ą 0. (4.8)
This function has a maximum λ0 ă 1 (since HpW q ă 0) and is concave in pλ0, 1q. Therefore, by
remark 2.6,
SpW q ě SpPpW,λ0qq ` p1 ´ λ0qHpW q ě SpPpW,λ0qq `HpW q ě SpQq `HpW q, (4.9)
since HpPpW,λ0qq “ 0 and Q is a solution of (4.1).
Remark 11. More generally, given any U P pH1pRN qqM , one may prove as above that, if W is
such that HpW q ă 0 and SpPpW,λ˚pW qqq ě SpUq,
HpW q ď SpW q ´ SpUq. (4.10)
Proof of theorem 11:
Firstly, we prove that G is unstable. Consider a ground-state Q. Then, for any λ ą 1,
Qλ :“ PpQ, λq satisfies
HpQλq ă 0. (4.11)
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Let Vλ be the solution of (M-NLS) with initial data Qλ. For t small, HpVλptqq ă 0. From
the conservation of mass and energy,
SpVλptqq “ SpQλq. (4.12)
By the previous lemma, for any t such that HpVλptqq ă 0, one has
HpVλptqq ď SpVλptqq ´ SpQq ď SpQλq ´ SpQq “ ´δ ă 0. (4.13)
Therefore, by continuity, one must have HpVλptqq ď ´δ,@t ă TmaxpQλq. Now, using (2.7),
d2
dt2
Mÿ
i“1
}xpvλqiptq}
2
2
“ 8HpV ptqq ă ´8δ. (4.14)
Since the variance is positive, one must have TmaxpQλq ă 8 and so G is unstable.
If U “ pu1, ..., uM q P R, then there exist ai ě 0, θi P R and y P R
N such that ui “
aie
iθiQp¨ ` yq. Since Qp¨ ` yq is a ground-state for (1-NLS), there exists a sequence tv0nunPN
such that v0n Ñ Qp¨ ` yq in H
1pRN q and Tmaxpv
0
nq ă 8, @n. Let vn be the solution of (1-NLS)
with initial data v0n. Then one can observe that Vn “ paie
iθivnq1ďiďM is a solution of (M-NLS),
with initial data V 0n “ paie
iθiv0nq1ďiďM . Since V
0
n Ñ U in pH
1pRN qqM , one concludes that R is
unstable.
Proof of theorem 12:
Let U P A be a local minimum of S restricted to H. Let BδpUq be a ball with center at U
and radius δ fixed such that
SpUq ď SpW q, @W P BδpUq XH. (4.15)
For ǫ ą 0 small, one has
PpW,λ˚pW qq P BδpUq, @W P BǫpUq. (4.16)
From remark 11, if W P BǫpUq is such that HpW q ă 0,
HpW q ď SpW q ´ SpUq. (4.17)
Notice that, from the invariance of S and H regarding rotations and translations, the same
remains valid for
W P Σ :“ teiθZp¨ ` yq : θ P R, y P RN , Z P BǫpUqu. (4.18)
Consider Uλ “ PpU, λq, λ ą 1. Then HpUλq ă 0. Let Vλ be the solution of (M-NLS) with initial
data Uλ. If Vλptq P Σ, @t ă TmaxpUλq, then, arguing as in the previous proof,
HpVλptqq ď SpUλq ´ SpUq “ ´δ ă 0, @t ă TmaxpUλq. (4.19)
Then (4.14) is valid, which leads to TmaxpUλq ă 8. Since Σ is bounded, we arrive at a contra-
diction.
5 Instability in the critical case
Proof of theorem 13: First, notice that 2EpW q “ HpW q, for any W P pH1pRN qqM . Let U P A.
Then 2EpUq “ HpUq “ 0. For any λ ą 1, HpλUq ă 0. Since 2E “ H , the conservation of energy
implies that, setting Vλ to be the solution of (M-NLS) with initial data λU , HpVλptqq “ HpλUq,
t ă TmaxpλUq. One now concludes as in the supercritical case, using the Virial identity.
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